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In this epochal book, Immanuel Velikovsky, one of the great scientists of modern times, puts the

complete histories of our Earth and of humanity on a new basis. He presents the results of his

10-year-long interdisciplinary research in an easily understandable, even entertaining manner.

Inspite - or even because - of the disgraceful hostility, provoked by his theories, this book keeps

being of ardent topicality, which in the light of recent scientific research is even growing. Earth in

Upheaval - a very exactly investigated and easily understandable book - contains material that

completely revolutionizes our view of the history of the earth. For all those who have ever wondered

about the evolution of the earth, the formation of mountains and oceans, the origin of coal or fossils,

the question of the ice ages and the history of animal and plant species, Earth in Upheaval is a

MUST-READ!
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Excellent! Fascinating Reading! --Library Journal

When a book is republished after half a century at first you certainly think of antiquarian, maybe

literary, or perhaps historical interest. With the books of Immanuel Velikovsky it is a different case.

Their topicality and explosiveness has rather increased since their first publication - in disciplines

diverse as geology, anthropology, archaeology, paleontology, astronomy, astrophysics, cosmology,

classical studies, Egyptology, theology, psychology and also in theory of science. Because in all



these disciplines the first publication of his books provoked controversies unprecedented in the

history of science since Galileo. At the same time recent findings mainly in earth and planetary

sciences have confirmed his results and conclusions in a really impressive manner. There are only

a few books which - like the present one - preserve their topicality even after half a century without

any changes in its text. We consider it all the more important to let the works of Immanuel

Velikovsky speak for themselves and to republish them without any omissions or additions. In this

way the original work with its revolutionizing contents and its unique style will be made available to

the interested readers - scientists and laymen alike - and so hopefully the unbiased interdisciplinary

scientific discussion about Velikovsky's theories will be supported after being long overdue. Science

should increase our knowledge. In the first place this includes the open and serious discussion of

facts and theories, their study, research and - if necessary - the adjustment of the methods and

paradigms to the facts, not vice versa. In this respect the study of Velikovsky's works, and above all

the history of their acceptance in academic circles, can teach us a lot about our understanding of

science and from a psychological point of view about our understanding of ourselves. Summing up,

we are convinced that the republication of the complete works of Immanuel Velikovsky can give

fundamental impulses for numerous, very diverse fields of knowledge, for science in general as well

as for the view of the world of our society - and at the same time lead to a proper appreciation of the

life's work of a man who, searching for knowledge and enlightenment, was personally as well as

professionally confronted with the most devastating reactions.

Excellent ... as are all of his other works. Unquestionably a true, correct and entirely accurate

historical revision.Unfortunately, one of the inescapable conclusions leads to the knowledge that we

are in fact actually in the early stage of an Ort cloud bombardment of the solar system, with the

planet being nearly destroyed in the "flood" cataclysm only 3000 years ago.Sad, but they used to

teach this caliber of deductive reasoning in our schools ... No longer.

I love this book. To me, it is Immanuel Velikovsky's best work. It has little if any religious or mythical

theories. But rather focuses on the strict geological, anthropological, and fossil evidence of the

catastrophes that have happened on planet earth. It is Great Reading for anyone interested in

Geology, Fossils, or Immanuel Velikovsky's work.

I enjoyed this book.It meshed well with a novel I was reading, THE HAB THEORY.Velikovsky

presents a case for big Earth changes occurring much more frequentlythan classical geology



admits. I am now more a believer in catastrophic extinction.These ideas were very radical in the

1970s when the book was written.If more people accepted his ideas, more people would be

doomsday preppers.Thank you, , for putting this book on Kindle.

This book should be a required read by everyone in college pursuing any degree in the sciences.

Extremely well documented science that you don't hear in today's PC classrooms.

Velikovsky's excellent research from sources all around the world will astound you and may also

scare you about our Earth's history and possible future. This is history you didn't get in school. This

guy ties up all the loose ends for all those crazy, unexplained things in our geology and earth

sciences. His resulting theories may not get every detail correct, but it explains things a lot better

than what you've learned so far, I guarantee you. Should be read and understood by everyone. This

man was a genius at looking at the overall picture of events and bringing details from all parts of

Earth's historical life together into a coherent whole.

A master of deciphering our solar system, Velikovsky really lends insight into the historical planetary

body movements. The movements of Nibiru et al. that we see today are the same movements that

ancients saw and recorded. Nibiru is real, it is history, and it is oncoming yet again. Excellent read.

This is an excellent source of information on writings of the most respected geologists from the

1700s to the mid 1900s - assembled and cited within a scientific manner that cost this man his

reputation in his lifetime because he went against what was the common perception. Velikovsky

was the more careful, the more specific, and the more detailed in what he presented because of the

scrutiny of his peers, but he was vehemently rejected because his work appeared to point to the

flood. Although he is still controversial in the field of Science, he will be vindicated fully in time for

being true to scientific thought and process - this could be a manual on how to gather, develop, and

present findings!!!

A must read for those who may feel that the Universe is not as slow and benign as current scientific

thinking keep telling us, despite the evidence under their collective noses ! The extent of their denial

can be seen even now, in the once called Man Made Global Warming to the current Man Made

Climate Change.......the actual processes of the local and general Universes are not involved with

climate change at all ?? This man had the courage to look at the obvious, beyond the indoctrination



by religion with its various non sense beliefs over millennia and shorter periods to times when crap

descends from the sky and elsewhere. The Steady State belief system probably is no more than the

projection by regular scientists of their own varied religious brainwashing as children, in whatever

culture they were raised. Those who are interested in an up to date and scientific projection of an

alternate scenario should check out The Electric Universe and Thunderbolts.org , online
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